Computerized cognitive training in young adults with depressive symptoms: Effects on mood, cognition, and everyday functioning.
Computerized cognitive training (CCT) has previously improved cognition and mood in people with depression. Existing research has not determined if the benefits following CCT are specific to the content of CCT or are a function of participation in an engaging activity. In this double-blind randomized controlled trial, we tested whether executive functioning and processing speed (EF/PS)-focused CCT could outperform verbal ability-focused CCT. 46 young adults with at least mild depressive symptoms (HDRS ≥ 10) were recruited from the community and randomized to either EF/PS CCT or verbal ability CCT. Participants trained on their mobile device 5 days per week for 8 weeks. Depressive severity, everyday functioning, and cognition were evaluating pre and post-training. The EF/PS group had greater gains in executive functioning and processing speed than the verbal group. There were no differences between groups in mood or everyday functioning improvement, though the EF/PS obtained equivalent improvement with half the training time. Both groups saw significant improvements in self and clinician-rated depressive severity, everyday functioning, and cognition. There was no waitlist control condition and the sample consisted of individuals with mild depressive symptoms and not diagnosed major depressive disorder. CCT is associated with improved mood, cognition, and everyday functioning, though the type of CCT content does not differentially impact depressive symptom change. EF/PS focused CCT has greater impact on processing speed and executive functioning and leads to equivalent mood/everyday functioning gains as verbal-focused CCT more efficiently. Common factors remain plausible drivers of CCT's therapeutic effects.